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Description
The size of code procedures in BB1.6 is limited to 254 bytes.
In some situations larger code procedures are needed.

A proposal by Oleg N. Cher for extending the limit to MAX exists in CPC 1.7 rc5.
Reported by Oleg N. Cher, 2012-05-10 (http://blackboxframework.org/archive/2012/3377.html).
Refers to CPC 1.7 rc5 change list number 20.
Refers to Open Points #45.

Associated revisions
Revision 519135b4 - 05/13/2015 10:02 AM - J. Templ
code procedures without size limit. Refs: #43.
As proposed by Oleg N. Cher in CPC 1.7 rc5.
Plus one additional change in DevCPP/DevAnalyzer.GetCode:
err(64) changed to err(63) because 64 is not appropriate.
Signed-off-by: Josef Templ <josef.templ@gmail.com>

Revision b885005d - 05/14/2015 06:57 PM - J. Templ
Merge pull request #32 from BlackBoxCenter/issue-#43
code procedures without size limit. Refs: #43.

Revision b6aa34ae - 11/21/2015 08:26 AM - J. Templ
bug fix with string literals in a code procedure. Refs: #43.
Although currently not used in BB itself, string literals may
appear in a code procedure. The change for the representation
of code procedures must also be applied for string literals.
In addition:
1. It is now possible to have any number of string literals
as specified in the docu.
2. Usage of real constants inside a code procedure is marked as an error now.
Signed-off-by: Josef Templ <josef.templ@gmail.com>
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Revision 948c2967 - 01/09/2016 03:46 PM - I. Denisov
Merge pull request #82 from BlackBoxCenter/issue-#43
bug fix with string literals in a code procedure. Refs: #43.

History
#1 - 05/18/2015 11:30 AM - J. Templ
- Status changed from New to Closed
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